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Use The Proven Marijuana Growing Methods In This Book To Grow The Best Cannabis Crop
Only Seen In Dreams!As Marijuana becomes legal in more and more states and countries all
over the world, many marijuana enthusiasts have resorted to Indoor or Outdoor cultivation
methods at their own home. However, outdoor cultivation requires a lot of space and is plagued
with security issues because it leaves your crop at the mercy of Mother Nature and a torrential
downpour can ruin your entire cultivation. It is much easier to grow marijuana indoors. Growing
outdoors requires the plant to get at least 10-12 hours of sunlight every day. While in tropical
areas sunlight is aplenty, in other regions that can be a cause of concern. In Outdoor cultivation,
it may not be possible to continually provide good sunlight especially during winters and more
often than not, there will be just one harvest in a year. However, in Indoor cultivation, harvest can
be done around the year irrespective of climate or weather conditions.Here Is A Preview Of
Some Things You Will Learn..How To Set Up A Grow RoomDifferent Growing Methods How To
Use ThemTips You Can Use To Get MONSTER YIELDS!And Alot More!Take action today and
download this book for a limited time discount of only $0.99!

"Very cook-friendly... An exhaustive record of the... explosion of America's food culture... A
fascinating and tasty cultural artifact." The New York Times"This is the sort of cookbook you
want by your side whether you're attempting cucumber sandwiches or coq au vin" --Lisa
McLaughlin Time Magazine"A classic... encyclopedic yet enticing." Time Magazine"Brings
American cooking into the 21st century." Boston Globe"New Gourmet tome aims to sizzle its
rivals... the appetizing recipes will send you scurrying into the kitchen." Boston Herald"Has it
all... Reichl et al. have done an admirable job." The San Francisco Chronicle"Ideas for every
course, occasion, and budget." USA Today"You'll be astonished." U.S. News & World
Report"Not your everyday white bread cookbook." New York Post"A landmark-and a treasure
trove." Napa Valley Register"the end-all recipe encylcopedia." Entertainment Weekly"If you
could dream up the perfect cookbook, it might look something like this: easy recipes for days
when you’re spent and just want something quick and filling; pull-out-all-the-stops recipes for
when you want to spend an entire week working on Saturday night’s meal; instructions for tasks
like cleaning mussels and making pastry dough; introductions and mini-essays explaining
recipes’ origins and the techniques they involve; and an overall panache and intelligence."
Publishers Weekly, Starred"This book is good both as a reference material for the novice or
experienced home cook." Newark Star-Ledger —From the PublisherSome of the reviews here
mention the light type of the recipe titles. This problem applies only to the first printing. We
darkened the type in subsequent printings, and the titles are now easy to read. Please see
Search Inside.About the AuthorRuth Reichl is the best-selling author of seven books. She was



Editor in Chief of Gourmet Magazine from 1999 to 2009. Before that she was the restaurant critic
of both The New York Times (1993–1999) and the Los Angeles Times (1984–1993), where she
was also named food editor. As co-owner of The Swallow Restaurant from 1974 to 1977, she
played a part in the culinary revolution that took place in Berkeley, California. In the years that
followed, she served as restaurant critic for New West and California magazines. She has been
honored with six James Beard Awards, was named Adweek’s Editor of the Year, and was the
recipient of the Missouri Honor Medal for Distinguished Service and the Matrix Award for
Magazines. She holds a B.A. and an M.A. in the History of Art from the University of Michigan
and lives in upstate New York with her husband, Michael Singer, a television news
producer.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Gourmet CookbookMore
Than 1000 Recipes (Now with DVD)By Ruth ReichlHoughton Mifflin CompanyCopyright © 2006
Ruth ReichlAll right reserved.La Brea Tar Pit Chicken WingsIt"s easy to understand why chicken
wings are so popular(as if all that crisp skin weren"t enough of a reason).Economical and sold in
just about every market,they capture the essence of relaxed entertaining: it"shard to stand on
ceremony while eating with yourfingers. Anyone who has ever visited the La Brea tarpits in Los
Angeles will understand how this great tastinghors d"oeuvre got its name. The recipe came tous
from reader Metta Miller, from Boston, and it"s astaff favorite.4 pounds chicken wings, split at
joint and wing tipsdiscarded1 cup soy sauce1/2 cup dry red wine1/2 cup plus 1 tablespoon
sugar1/4 teaspoon ground gingerPut a rack in middle of oven and preheat oven to400°F.Arrange
wings in one layer in a large roasting pan.Combine remaining ingredients in a small
saucepanand heat over moderately low heat, stirring, untilsugar is dissolved. Pour evenly over
wings.Bake for 45 minutes. Turn wings over and bakeuntil sauce is thick and sticky, 1 hour to 1
hour and 10minutes more. Transfer wings to a platter.MinestroneServes 6 to 8 as a main course
(makes about 14 cups)Active time: 1 hourStart to finish : 2 3/4 hours plus soaking time for beans
(and additional time ifmaking stock)Real minestrone, with pancetta, Parmigiano-Reggiano,and
kale, is one of the best vegetable soups on theplanet. The secret is the kale, which grounds the
soupand gives it a sturdy underpinning. If you omit it, youwill have a perfectly nice vegetable
soup, but it won"t beminestrone. Note that there"s no need to add pasta tostretch the
soup.We"re particularly partial to the lacinato variety of kale(see Glossary). Be aware that
lacinato has more aliasesthan a gangster on the lam. It can be called Tuscan kale,cavolo nero
("black cabbage"), black kale, or dinosaurkale. Its .avor is as deep as the color of its green-
blackleaves, with a sweetness reminiscent of artichokes.1/2 pound (1 1/4 cups) dried white
beans, such as greatnorthern, picked over and rinsed1/2 teaspoon salt1/2 pound boiling
potatoes1/3 cup olive oil1/4 pound pancetta or lean bacon (4 slices),chopped1 large onion,
chopped1 large carrot, cut into 1/2-inch cubes1 celery rib, cut into 1/2-inch cubes3 garlic cloves,
finely chopped2 zucchini (1 pound total), cut into 1/2-inch cubes1/4 pound green beans, cut into
1/2-inch pieces4 cups shredded green cabbage, preferably savoy(3/4 pound)1/2 pound kale,
stems and tough center ribs discardedand leaves chopped (6 cups)1 (28- to 32-ounce) can
whole tomatoes in juice,drained well and coarsely chopped4 1/2 cups (36 ounces) chicken



stock or store-bought lowsodiumbrothFreshly ground black pepperaccompaniment : 1 cup finely
grated Parmigiano-Reggiano (about 2 ounces)Soak beans in cold water to cover by 2 inches,
refrigerated,for at least 8 hours (or see page 267 forquick-soaking procedure); drain.Transfer
beans to a 3-quart heavy saucepan, addcold water to cover by 2 inches, and bring to a
boil.Reduce heat and simmer, uncovered, adding morewater if necessary to keep beans barely
covered, untiltender, about 50 minutes. Add salt and simmer for 5minutes more. Remove from
heat and let beansstand, uncovered.Peel potatoes and cut into I-inch dice; put in abowl of cold
water.Heat oil in a 6- to 8-quart heavy pot over moderateheat. Add pancetta and cook, stirring,
until crisp andpale golden, 4 to 5 minutes. Add onion and cook, stirring,until softened, 4 to 5
minutes. Add carrot, celery,and garlic and cook, stirring, for 4 minutes. Drain potatoeswell, add
to pot, along with zucchini and greenbeans, and cook, stirring, for 4 minutes. Add cabbageand
kale and cook, stirring, until cabbage is wilted,about 5 minutes. Add tomatoes and stock and
bring toa simmer. Cover, reduce heat, and simmer for 1 hour.Drain beans, reserving liquid.
Purée half of beanswith 1 cup reserved liquid in a blender or food processor(use caution). Stir
into soup, along with remainingdrained beans and reserved liquid. Simmer soup, uncovered,for
15 minutes. Season with salt and pepper.Serve soup with cheese.c o o k " s n o t eThe soup can
be made up to 3 days ahead. Coolcompletely, uncovered, then refrigerate, covered.Thinwith
water, if desired, when reheating.Panfried Red Snapper with Chipotle ButterServes 4Active
time : 15 minutesStart to finish : 15 minutesChefs love red snapper for its inherent drama.
Thefillets are often served skin side up because the skin is sobeautiful. The sweet, mild flavor of
the fish contrastswith the smoky heat of canned chipotle chiles in atomatoey adobo sauce. If you
can"t find red snapper, youcan substitute grouper, yelloweye rockfish, or onaga(Hawaiian red
snapper), as long as the fillets are thesame size and thickness, preferably with skin on.1/2 stick
(4 tablespoons) unsalted butter, softened1/2–1 tablespoon finely chopped canned chipotle
chiles inadobo (to taste; see Glossary) plus 2 teaspoonssauce from can1/2 teaspoon salt1/3
cup all-purpose flour4 (6-ounce) red snapper fillets with skinFreshly ground black pepperAbout
3 tablespoons vegetable oilaccompaniment : lime wedgesMash together butter, chipotles,
adobo sauce, andsalt in a small bowl with a fork until blended.Spread flour on a plate. Pat fish
dry and cut eachfillet crosswise in half. Season with salt and pepper.Dredge fish in flour and
shake off excess.Heat 1 ½ tablespoons oil in a 12-inch nonstick skilletover moderately high heat
until hot but not smoking.Add 2 fillets, skin side up, and panfry, turningonce, until browned and
just cooked through, 4 to 6minutes. With a slotted spatula, transfer to platesand loosely cover to
keep warm. Add oil to skillet asneeded, heat until very hot, and cook remaining 2 filletsin same
manner. Top fish with dollops of chipotlebutter and serve with lime
wedges.Continues...Excerpted from The Gourmet Cookbookby Ruth Reichl Copyright © 2006
by Ruth Reichl. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be
reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided
by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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Big Buds: Different Growing Methods & TipsBy Jay CheebaCopyright 2016 by Jay Cheeba - All
rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in
regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is
not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice
is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.-
From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of
the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it
legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or
in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this
document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights
reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The information herein
is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the
information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are used
are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or backing
by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying purposes
only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this document.Table of
ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 – Setting Up the Grow RoomChapter 2 - Sea of GreenChapter 3
- Screen of GreenChapter 4 - DefoliationChapter 5 - Main LiningChapter 6 -
HydroponicsConclusionIntroductionAs Marijuana becomes legal in more and more states and
countries all over the world, many marijuana smokers have resorted to Indoor or Outdoor
cultivation methods at their own home. However, outdoor cultivation requires a lot of space and
is plagued with security issues because it leaves your crop at the mercy of Mother Nature and a
torrential downpour can ruin your entire cultivation. It is much easier to grow marijuana indoors.
Growing outdoors requires the plant to get at least 10-12 hours of sunlight every day. While in
tropical areas sunlight is aplenty, in other regions that can be a cause of concern. In Outdoor
cultivation, it may not be possible to continually provide good sunlight especially during winters
and more often than not, there will be just one harvest in a year. However, in Indoor cultivation,
harvest can be done around the year irrespective of climate or weather conditions.There are a
lot of elements that constitute the growing environment which helps your marijuana plant to
grow. These are:1. Soil – Except for methods like hydroponics or aeroponics, all other growing
methods involve the use of soil. You can also compost to your very own Super Soil using easily
available ingredients.2. Light – Plants need light as a source of food and your marijuana plant



is no exception. During the growth stage of a marijuana plant ample light should be provided and
the distribution of light should be adequate at all levels of the plant from top-level branches to
low-level branches to ensure that the plant grows properly. It is easiest to ensure good, steady
supply of light in indoor cultivation using various types of grow lights.3. Temperature – Ideally
marijuana plants grow the best and produce optimum THC when the temperature of the grow
area is within 31 degree Celsius to 15 degree Celsius.4. Nutrients – Nutrients are taken up
from the soil by the plant and you can add nutrients to the soil when their levels get depleted
using fertilizers. Fertilizers are labelled as NPK – the composition of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and
Potassium in the fertilizer. At different stages of a plant lifecycle the dosage will change for e.g. in
the vegetative stage the plant needs more Nitrogen than Phosphorus or Potassium and in the
flowering stage, Phosphorus is more important than Nitrogen or Potassium. Proper care must be
taken to administer nutrients to the plant because excess nutrients can cause nutrient burn
which manifests as yellowing of the leaves.Before we start discussing the various growing
methods in detail, it is important that you know the various stages of a marijuana plants lifecycle.
Learning to recognize the stage that the plant is in and modifying the nutrient supply, light supply
etc. makes all the difference between a normal plant and plant that is high on potency and yield.
Throughout its life cycle the marijuana plant undergoes the following
stages:GerminationGermination is the stage when seeds sprout and you see the root emerging
from the seeds. Generally, the germination stage in case of a marijuana seed can be anything
between 12 hours to 8 days. The presence of moisture, darkness and warmth combine to kick
start the metabolic process of the seeds which cause the embryo to grow. The seed coat finally
cracks open to reveal the embryo which pops out like a sprout and make its way downward in
the soil. After two to four days, the root gets anchored and two small circular leaves creep out of
the seed in search of light. This is the start of the seedling stage and the two small circular
leaves are called cotyledons.There are various ways of initiating the germinating procedure of
the seeds – placing them between wet towels, using wet peat pellets or by directly placing them
in wet soil.Image courtesy –Seedling PhaseAs explained in the earlier point about Germination,
seedling phase is said to have started when you start seeing two small circular leaves that are
called cotyledons. A plant goes through this phase for one to four weeks and is one of the most
important and crucial part of the lifecycle. At this stage of the plants life, it needs moderate
humidity levels, medium to high intensity light levels and adequate moisture. Indoor growers
prefer fluorescent lights to provide light to their plants because of low heat emitted by
them.Image courtesy –Vegetative PhaseIn an indoor setup, the vegetative stage lasts for one to
two months. At this the plant requires high light intensity and high nutrients. Some new strains of
marijuana bypass this stage to go straight into the pre-flowering stage. A grower can notice that
the plant has entered its vegetative stage when there are at least seven properly developed
leaves with one barely visible at the center of the stem. In this stage, growers tend to increase
the intensity of light that is being supplied to the plant to enable the plant to grow more
quickly.During the vegetative stage, the plant directs most of its energy to the growth of its



stems, leaves and roots. Growers need to ensure supply of fertilizer that is high on N (nitrogen)
and K (Potassium) at this stage. As the plants grow more, the strength of the fertilizer is also
gradually increased. Various training techniques are used by the growers in this stage to
increase the yield from their plants and to increase the potency. One of the most common of all
techniques is LST’ing where LST stands for Low Stress Training. This process involves bending
and tying the plant branches to manipulate the shape of the plant when it is growing. The idea is
to make sure that the light reaches all the leaves of the plant equally from top to bottom.When
combined with another training technique called Topping – where the plants top bud is cut out to
increase the growth in the node below it, LST can be really useful to let the plant grow
horizontally and hence increase the surface area that is exposed to light.Image courtesy –Pre-
Flowering PhaseThis stage is called stretch and may last from one day to a couple of weeks.
Growers resort to 12/12 light cycle to give more darkness to the plant. The growth of the plant
increases dramatically and production of new branches and nodes occurs in this
stage.Flowering PhaseBig Buds: Different Growing Methods & TipsBy Jay CheebaBig Buds:
Different Growing Methods & TipsBy Jay CheebaCopyright 2016 by Jay Cheeba - All rights
reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to
the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not
required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is
necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.-
From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of
the American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it
legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or
in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this
document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights
reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The information herein
is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the
information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are used
are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or backing
by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying purposes
only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this document.Copyright
2016 by Jay Cheeba - All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and
reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the
idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise,
qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual in the



profession should be ordered. - From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and
approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of
Publishers and Associations. In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of
this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is
strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission
from the publisher. All rights reserved. The information provided herein is stated to be truthful
and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of
any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of
the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held
against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information
herein, either directly or indirectly. Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the
publisher. The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as
so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.
The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 – Setting Up the Grow RoomChapter
2 - Sea of GreenChapter 3 - Screen of GreenChapter 4 - DefoliationChapter 5 - Main
LiningChapter 6 - HydroponicsConclusionTable of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1 – Setting Up
the Grow RoomChapter 2 - Sea of GreenChapter 3 - Screen of GreenChapter 4 -
DefoliationChapter 5 - Main LiningChapter 6 - HydroponicsConclusionIntroductionAs Marijuana
becomes legal in more and more states and countries all over the world, many marijuana
smokers have resorted to Indoor or Outdoor cultivation methods at their own home. However,
outdoor cultivation requires a lot of space and is plagued with security issues because it leaves
your crop at the mercy of Mother Nature and a torrential downpour can ruin your entire
cultivation. It is much easier to grow marijuana indoors. Growing outdoors requires the plant to
get at least 10-12 hours of sunlight every day. While in tropical areas sunlight is aplenty, in other
regions that can be a cause of concern. In Outdoor cultivation, it may not be possible to
continually provide good sunlight especially during winters and more often than not, there will be
just one harvest in a year. However, in Indoor cultivation, harvest can be done around the year
irrespective of climate or weather conditions.There are a lot of elements that constitute the
growing environment which helps your marijuana plant to grow. These are:1. Soil – Except for
methods like hydroponics or aeroponics, all other growing methods involve the use of soil. You
can also compost to your very own Super Soil using easily available ingredients.2. Light –
Plants need light as a source of food and your marijuana plant is no exception. During the growth
stage of a marijuana plant ample light should be provided and the distribution of light should be
adequate at all levels of the plant from top-level branches to low-level branches to ensure that
the plant grows properly. It is easiest to ensure good, steady supply of light in indoor cultivation
using various types of grow lights.3. Temperature – Ideally marijuana plants grow the best and



produce optimum THC when the temperature of the grow area is within 31 degree Celsius to 15
degree Celsius.4. Nutrients – Nutrients are taken up from the soil by the plant and you can add
nutrients to the soil when their levels get depleted using fertilizers. Fertilizers are labelled as NPK
– the composition of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium in the fertilizer. At different stages of a
plant lifecycle the dosage will change for e.g. in the vegetative stage the plant needs more
Nitrogen than Phosphorus or Potassium and in the flowering stage, Phosphorus is more
important than Nitrogen or Potassium. Proper care must be taken to administer nutrients to the
plant because excess nutrients can cause nutrient burn which manifests as yellowing of the
leaves.Before we start discussing the various growing methods in detail, it is important that you
know the various stages of a marijuana plants lifecycle. Learning to recognize the stage that the
plant is in and modifying the nutrient supply, light supply etc. makes all the difference between a
normal plant and plant that is high on potency and yield. Throughout its life cycle the marijuana
plant undergoes the following stages:GerminationGermination is the stage when seeds sprout
and you see the root emerging from the seeds. Generally, the germination stage in case of a
marijuana seed can be anything between 12 hours to 8 days. The presence of moisture,
darkness and warmth combine to kick start the metabolic process of the seeds which cause the
embryo to grow. The seed coat finally cracks open to reveal the embryo which pops out like a
sprout and make its way downward in the soil. After two to four days, the root gets anchored and
two small circular leaves creep out of the seed in search of light. This is the start of the seedling
stage and the two small circular leaves are called cotyledons.There are various ways of initiating
the germinating procedure of the seeds – placing them between wet towels, using wet peat
pellets or by directly placing them in wet soil.Image courtesy –Seedling PhaseAs explained in
the earlier point about Germination, seedling phase is said to have started when you start seeing
two small circular leaves that are called cotyledons. A plant goes through this phase for one to
four weeks and is one of the most important and crucial part of the lifecycle. At this stage of the
plants life, it needs moderate humidity levels, medium to high intensity light levels and adequate
moisture. Indoor growers prefer fluorescent lights to provide light to their plants because of low
heat emitted by them.Image courtesy –Vegetative PhaseIn an indoor setup, the vegetative stage
lasts for one to two months. At this the plant requires high light intensity and high nutrients. Some
new strains of marijuana bypass this stage to go straight into the pre-flowering stage. A grower
can notice that the plant has entered its vegetative stage when there are at least seven properly
developed leaves with one barely visible at the center of the stem. In this stage, growers tend to
increase the intensity of light that is being supplied to the plant to enable the plant to grow more
quickly.During the vegetative stage, the plant directs most of its energy to the growth of its
stems, leaves and roots. Growers need to ensure supply of fertilizer that is high on N (nitrogen)
and K (Potassium) at this stage. As the plants grow more, the strength of the fertilizer is also
gradually increased. Various training techniques are used by the growers in this stage to
increase the yield from their plants and to increase the potency. One of the most common of all
techniques is LST’ing where LST stands for Low Stress Training. This process involves bending



and tying the plant branches to manipulate the shape of the plant when it is growing. The idea is
to make sure that the light reaches all the leaves of the plant equally from top to bottom.When
combined with another training technique called Topping – where the plants top bud is cut out to
increase the growth in the node below it, LST can be really useful to let the plant grow
horizontally and hence increase the surface area that is exposed to light.Image courtesy –Pre-
Flowering PhaseThis stage is called stretch and may last from one day to a couple of weeks.
Growers resort to 12/12 light cycle to give more darkness to the plant. The growth of the plant
increases dramatically and production of new branches and nodes occurs in this
stage.Flowering PhaseIntroductionAs Marijuana becomes legal in more and more states and
countries all over the world, many marijuana smokers have resorted to Indoor or Outdoor
cultivation methods at their own home. However, outdoor cultivation requires a lot of space and
is plagued with security issues because it leaves your crop at the mercy of Mother Nature and a
torrential downpour can ruin your entire cultivation. It is much easier to grow marijuana indoors.
Growing outdoors requires the plant to get at least 10-12 hours of sunlight every day. While in
tropical areas sunlight is aplenty, in other regions that can be a cause of concern. In Outdoor
cultivation, it may not be possible to continually provide good sunlight especially during winters
and more often than not, there will be just one harvest in a year. However, in Indoor cultivation,
harvest can be done around the year irrespective of climate or weather conditions.There are a
lot of elements that constitute the growing environment which helps your marijuana plant to
grow. These are:1. Soil – Except for methods like hydroponics or aeroponics, all other growing
methods involve the use of soil. You can also compost to your very own Super Soil using easily
available ingredients.2. Light – Plants need light as a source of food and your marijuana plant
is no exception. During the growth stage of a marijuana plant ample light should be provided and
the distribution of light should be adequate at all levels of the plant from top-level branches to
low-level branches to ensure that the plant grows properly. It is easiest to ensure good, steady
supply of light in indoor cultivation using various types of grow lights.3. Temperature – Ideally
marijuana plants grow the best and produce optimum THC when the temperature of the grow
area is within 31 degree Celsius to 15 degree Celsius.4. Nutrients – Nutrients are taken up
from the soil by the plant and you can add nutrients to the soil when their levels get depleted
using fertilizers. Fertilizers are labelled as NPK – the composition of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and
Potassium in the fertilizer. At different stages of a plant lifecycle the dosage will change for e.g. in
the vegetative stage the plant needs more Nitrogen than Phosphorus or Potassium and in the
flowering stage, Phosphorus is more important than Nitrogen or Potassium. Proper care must be
taken to administer nutrients to the plant because excess nutrients can cause nutrient burn
which manifests as yellowing of the leaves.Before we start discussing the various growing
methods in detail, it is important that you know the various stages of a marijuana plants lifecycle.
Learning to recognize the stage that the plant is in and modifying the nutrient supply, light supply
etc. makes all the difference between a normal plant and plant that is high on potency and yield.
Throughout its life cycle the marijuana plant undergoes the following



stages:GerminationGerminationGermination is the stage when seeds sprout and you see the
root emerging from the seeds. Generally, the germination stage in case of a marijuana seed can
be anything between 12 hours to 8 days. The presence of moisture, darkness and warmth
combine to kick start the metabolic process of the seeds which cause the embryo to grow. The
seed coat finally cracks open to reveal the embryo which pops out like a sprout and make its
way downward in the soil. After two to four days, the root gets anchored and two small circular
leaves creep out of the seed in search of light. This is the start of the seedling stage and the two
small circular leaves are called cotyledons.There are various ways of initiating the germinating
procedure of the seeds – placing them between wet towels, using wet peat pellets or by directly
placing them in wet soil.Image courtesy –Seedling PhaseSeedling PhaseAs explained in the
earlier point about Germination, seedling phase is said to have started when you start seeing
two small circular leaves that are called cotyledons. A plant goes through this phase for one to
four weeks and is one of the most important and crucial part of the lifecycle. At this stage of the
plants life, it needs moderate humidity levels, medium to high intensity light levels and adequate
moisture. Indoor growers prefer fluorescent lights to provide light to their plants because of low
heat emitted by them.Image courtesy –Vegetative PhaseVegetative PhaseIn an indoor setup, the
vegetative stage lasts for one to two months. At this the plant requires high light intensity and
high nutrients. Some new strains of marijuana bypass this stage to go straight into the pre-
flowering stage. A grower can notice that the plant has entered its vegetative stage when there
are at least seven properly developed leaves with one barely visible at the center of the stem. In
this stage, growers tend to increase the intensity of light that is being supplied to the plant to
enable the plant to grow more quickly. During the vegetative stage, the plant directs most of its
energy to the growth of its stems, leaves and roots. Growers need to ensure supply of fertilizer
that is high on N (nitrogen) and K (Potassium) at this stage. As the plants grow more, the
strength of the fertilizer is also gradually increased. Various training techniques are used by the
growers in this stage to increase the yield from their plants and to increase the potency. One of
the most common of all techniques is LST’ing where LST stands for Low Stress Training. This
process involves bending and tying the plant branches to manipulate the shape of the plant
when it is growing. The idea is to make sure that the light reaches all the leaves of the plant
equally from top to bottom. When combined with another training technique called Topping –
where the plants top bud is cut out to increase the growth in the node below it, LST can be really
useful to let the plant grow horizontally and hence increase the surface area that is exposed to
light.Image courtesy –Pre-Flowering PhasePre-Flowering PhaseThis stage is called stretch and
may last from one day to a couple of weeks. Growers resort to 12/12 light cycle to give more
darkness to the plant. The growth of the plant increases dramatically and production of new
branches and nodes occurs in this stage.Flowering PhaseFlowering Phase
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Jay & Christina A., “Great information. This is great book to get a general understanding of what
a grow entails logistically. Anyone interested in learning about growing should give this book a
read..”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Very informative”

Offlander, “The Best of the Best. I was ready to help improve the grow information in the book.
Thanks For Taking the wind out of my Sails...As far as I am concerned a well blended grow book
with words, photos, and diagrams...Read this grow book First, then read the others to find the
best way for you to grow...”

Ricky, “Five Stars. Excelent read”

Fredrick hodges, “Good. Good”

noelaidagrace, “Short and sweet. Explains hydroponics very well for the beginning grower. I
enjoyed reading this short but informative book on growing my favourite plant. Short but good
read.”

The book by Jay Cheeba has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 12 people have provided feedback.

Introduction Chapter 1 – Setting Up the Grow Room Chapter 2 - Sea of Green Chapter 3 -
Screen of Green Chapter 4 - Defoliation Chapter 5 - Main Lining Chapter 6 - Hydroponics
Conclusion
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